
Sales Trends & Promotional Patterns Have Changed
 

Maintaining a means for ongoing monitoring of competitors' sales events and promotional 
patterns is critical this year, due to to the vastly different nature of these cycles (i.e., 
duration and type of promotion) compared to years prior.  
 
Streamlining & Efficiency Have Taken Priority Over Abundance
 

Retailers are acting strategically, but with a very heavy focus on executing efficiently, 
which includes areas such as leaning into relevant categories, reconsidering the amount of 
carried inventory, and how shipping costs impact their bottom line. 
 
Appealing to Millennials and Gen-Z Means Partnering with Trustworthy Brands
 

Younger demographics have shown themselves to be loyal to eco-friendly and sustainable 
brands, and they expect their retailers to be too. Millennials and Gen-Z are willing to remain 
loyal to businesses that carry brands that they care about. 
 
Margin Optimization Is Mission Critical 
 

With inflation holding tight, labor shortages continuing to rise, and an impending 
recessionary period approaching, margin optimization is top of mind for all retailers, 
whose margins are already thin. 

Wiser: 2023 Themes in Retail

A leading home improvement retailer, Build.com knows that dynamic price intelligence and 
insight into competitors' price strategies is critical to their business. They've experienced: 

Increased sales and profitability: By acting at the SKU level, Build.com can “right price” 
individual products and account for SKU elasticity.

Better, faster pricing decisions: Previously, Build.com was manually monitoring 
competitive prices, with limited efficiency and effectiveness.

Improved negotiating position with manufacturers: Build.com utilizes visibility into 
manufacturers' price promotions as leverage in its own supplier negotiations.

Predictive pricing insights: Build.com analyzes SKU elasticity and competitor reactions to 
price moves to ensure a robust approach to their price strategy. 

For more information, email us at: intel@wiser.com
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